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Final Programme
It’s getting tougher out there. Risks of fraud, cyber security, bribery and corruption are up, and pressure on regulatory compliance is rising. But we can help you handle sensitive situations and find ways to reduce risk – so you can get back to business.

Learn how at ey.com/fids.
HUI ZHONG LAW FIRM - A DISPUTE RESOLUTION BOUTIQUE

Hui Zhong Law Firm (“Hui Zhong”) is a boutique law firm specializing in domestic and international dispute resolution. Hui Zhong has offices in Beijing and Shanghai.

Hui Zhong maintains a team of passionate, highly skilled and experienced dispute resolution specialists. Hui Zhong’s lawyers have served as legal counsel, co-counsel, arbitrators and mediators in hundreds of significant and complex cross-border commercial disputes, and their expertise spans a wide range of areas, including energy & resources, finance, real estate, joint ventures, M&A, engineering and construction, sales and purchasing agreements, intellectual property, technology transfer, employment law, BITs and so on.

With its commitment to professionalism, efficiency, responsiveness and excellence, Hui Zhong aims to assist clients in dealing with the entire range of issues encountered when resolving legal disputes, including strategic planning, negotiations, contractual drafting and the conduct of court and arbitration proceedings from the very beginning to the enforcement of the final award.


For more information please visit Hui Zhong’s website at www.huizhonglaw.com or contact its Beijing or Shanghai office.

Beijing Office
Rm 2304 ONE INDIGO, 20 Jixianqiao Road
Chaoyang District
Beijing, PRC 100016
T: 86(10)5639 9688
F: 86(10)5639 9699

Shanghai Office
Rm 1507 1508, Jing An Kerry Center, Tower 1
1515 Nanjing Road West, Jing An District
Shanghai, PRC 200040
T: 86(21)2226 1200
F: 86(21)5370 0292
REAL-WORLD PRACTICAL GUIDANCE FROM AROUND THE GLOBE

When you’re seeking the best direction to take your legal matters, turn to LexisNexis®. You’ll find practical guidance based on the real-world experience of your country’s foremost practicing attorney-authors. Discover beginning-to-end practical guidance for today’s legal world—only from LexisNexis.